Vacancies at Cardinal Wiseman Catholic School

Required for September 2018

On behalf of the Academy Committee, we have the following vacancies to fulfil at Cardinal Wiseman Catholic School within The Romero Catholic Academy:

- **Lead Practitioner French & Spanish** to join our Modern Foreign Languages Faculty. This position is an ideal opportunity for an experienced teacher seeking a new challenge to further their career progression. The ability to also deliver Spanish and French from KS3 would be essential.

- **Sports Science Teacher** to become part of the Science Faculty. This is an ideal opportunity for an NQT or an experienced teacher seeking a new challenge. You will be able to deliver Science at KS3 and BTEC in Sports Education at KS5 and will be committed to developing your teaching in both subjects and genuinely interested in the Science curriculum. This is an exciting opportunity, with the school recently developing a Working Partnership with the Strachan Football Foundation, to develop the PE facility on-site.

- **Head of Girls’ PE** to take the lead for teaching the learning of Physical Education for Girls in pursuit of the highest standards of student achievement.

- **Lead Teacher of Physics** to join our Science Faculty. This position is an ideal opportunity for an experienced teacher seeking a new challenge to further their career progression. The ability to teach KS5 is essential. This is an exciting time to be part of a growing team as we strive for academic excellence for all students in our care.

- **Senior Science Technician** to join our Science Faculty, to provide assistance in the preparation of resources for practical classes. This role would suit someone who has previous experience of practical science.

- **Science Technician** to work within the existing team of Science Technicians under the guidance of the Senior Science Technician. You will provide assistance in the preparation of resources for practical classes and provide support to the Science Faculty.

Further details can be found on [www.tes.com](http://www.tes.com) or by contacting Nikki Stoves. Completed applications should be sent to Nikki Stoves, HR Officer nstoves@cardinalwiseman.coventry.sch.uk by **18 May 2018**. Interviews will take place during week commencing 21 May 2018.